LAST MAN AT THE BARRICADE

HURLING AN AVENGER
WHAT HUEY SAID SO YOU CAN DIG IT

The following statement was taped for the Friday rally that started the San Francisco struggle.

"It was so tragic that BARB has received permission to reprint it for the benefit of its readers.

"It was so tragic that BARB has received permission to reprint it for the benefit of its readers.

Huey Newton is eager for anyone interested in him to visit him Monday in violence at the Alcatraz County Jail, where he is housed. You do not have to know Huey to visit him.

**************

The Black Panther Party supports the resistance of the revolutionary French students to the dictator DeGaulle and we also support the student world movement. We think it very necessary for the students to identify and also express solidarity with all the oppressed and colonized people. It will be a very powerful tool if students throughout the world would realize - which they are realizing every day that they, being oppressed, are directly connected to the oppression of the colonized peoples wherever they are; that the old established bourgeoisie is on their last stand for control of the world with the American, European, and the Shah of Iran imperialists as the leading oppressors of the world.

The Black Panther Party hopes that in the future the revolutionary students will be able to relate to the oppression that’s going on in this country against black people and people of color and also against the white students in the form of a national liberation movement to fight all of the white revolutionary students to fight for the black revolutionaries and all of the white people in the country.

The Black Panther Party will help the black people within the United States and also the revolution in the mother country and liberation of the colony, because we realize that until the country is revolutionized we have no hope to have liberation in our black colony.

The Black Panther Party hopes to be a representative of the French students, the students of Germany and all of the revolutionary students throughout the world.

The only way that we can hope to become free is to first have world revolution and freedom of all people. The CPP will be very happy when the white students in this country band together to help demonstrate and fight against the oppression of black people throughout the world.

I think this is a very necessary task to be done and you should be looking forward to seeing this - if this were to happen the black colony will be more stimulated to support the absolute resistance and they will know the students are their friends.

In conclusion I would like to say that student power, worker's power, black power to black people and Panther power to the vanguard, and with this power over the world we’re sure to have victory."

IF IT'S NOT A CASTLE THEN MAYBE IT'S PRISON

Three squad cars piled a scruffling bust outside Salom...'
WHERE IT'S AT: IN THE STREETS

by G.K.

Now we know what it means to be black. This is the lesson of Berkeley.

"When officers responded, swatting off several black students who were fired, and missed, a throng fleeing finally took them down and the press reported "No weapons were found."

In this Berkeley? Hell, not in West Oakland - and they killed another black the SAME NIGHT all of Berkeley was "swept off." He was a "Fishing Ex-con" who was "recognizable" by a white cop. Nobody was killed last week in Berkeley, but one is entitled to wonder why. The police have taken over and are terrestrializing the town.

"Last night they kept students and citizens from their homes or prison. In them. Friday and Saturday night they threw tear gas at nearly everyone in the streets or sidewalks," reports the Daily Californian. The advocated, intellectual police department was so brutal that it forced the Berkeley police station to quote one cop "I was embarrassed by the brutality and the unnecessary beatings" by his fellow fzeros.

The response of the San Francisco TV viewers was to watch from their car on Channel 5. In an absolute massacre sitting, a gang of cops dash into the dark woods of the Puny coffee house, swinging their clubs. Someone come forth, a cop dragged down and damped on the sidewalk like a heap of package and the cops walk off without looking back or a sobbing girl covers the youth with her body. This story ape appears to call the cops inquiring names. It never occurred to the police to arrest him. Just beat the all out of him and leave him on the shortcut, bleeding and dead. Note the cop were their badges. Another mad scene took place (one among many). On the UC campus Friday night, students came out of a movie in Deitvall Hall to be greeted with clouds of tear gas hanging from the trees like the morning mist. Totally unaware of what was happening, they, too, were caught up in the retreating street people. This student's last words were their visions. Of his children waiting at the doors that all this warfare went on under the crest in front of the Student Union, the band played on a movie screen in front of the Union. After the second dash of street people to safety into the Union campus cops locked the refugees out and the scholars in. The youths were chased from Hearst and Telegraph. There the Berkeley police did a police attack on the youths as they waved goodbye to the Alameda County Sheriff's officers who were leaving for the night. Suddenly... From out of nowhere a Berkeley police car appears and jumps out, throwing tear gas all over the street. Until then, it was all over. Remember, this is Friday (the first) night. Barricades and fire (again) were established as the street youths retreated slowly up Telegraph to the campus. At the campus entrance on Hearst, an effective barricade was put up, blocking traffic in all directions, and TUEC77 turned down. The key thing seemed to be the fire: if there were 10 or more, there is fire corners. There is ALWAYS a cop killed. None of this action was planned by the street youths. It grew and grew and grew until now EVBERDY has a hill of rear gas in their memory. Take the sudden intersection of University avenue and Fulton. The youths, forced off campus to TWICE end of town (the main drag), set up flares and barricades again. A cry of horror went up as a V-w ran the barricade dragging flames over a block. A clever move as a rock smashed a police car.

Cars drove through the fires and barricades, throwing more tear gas amongst the startled citizens who thought they were miles away from Telegraph avenue, Paris, or Salinas.

Around Telly as the youths retreated down the side streets, windows would open up and wet clothes were tossed down on the streets to wipe their eyes. This set off great debate. Some said "don't use water" and handed out toilet paper. Since the tear gas made one stick, in case you had to shit your pants were protected at both ends.

The Berkeley City Council - which seems to be in continuous session these days - is now beginning to understand the nature of a cop, befuddled, as seen from the following exchange between Pete Camelo and councilwoman Margaret Gorden:

Gorden: "I want to ask you a question. If I have told you from a source I consider reliable, that tear gas and clubs were not used until fire-bombs were thrown,"

Camelo: "You have got the order wrong. The fire-bomb was thrown Saturday night. The tear gas and clubbing took place Friday night."

Councilwoman Gorden is a professor of Economics at UC and has been anything but sympathetic to things completely backwards.

What the street youths got out of meeting with the council all day Tuesday was that there is no point of meeting with the council any day. The council voted down the youths. Oh yes - they listened and listened and listened. What will bring the council around to the First Amendment is the simplest fact: the street youths are hanging tough.

"We'll fight you in the courts and we'll fight you in the streets."

And that's where it's at, right where it started in the streets.

FREEDOM OF PRESS

LEARN HOW COP'S CLUB BATTERS THE FIRST

by Terry A. Felpo

Details of freedom of speech and assembly is once again the issue which influences Berkeley and has prompted the city's occupation by armed forces.

While trying to cover the events of the past week, the San Francisco Reporter was reminded at considerable expense that, like its first amendment, freedom of the press is also subject to arbitrary control - the suppression of power - that freedom of the press exists in fact, only when and where the police allow it to.

After a number of incidents, I finally obtained two curfew press passes to attend on Monday night, and one of this reporter's first attempts to witness an arrest within the curfew zone, a besieged Berkeley police station, my camera with his nightclub.

Meanwhile, the police cars which were stoned on Derby St., a man who had been "brandishing a bull whip." I showed my curfew press pass to one of the furs, who checked it with the sergeant and with a radio call to the station, he returned to me just as the second car was blocking the road and ran across the street in the direction of a group of people standing in front of the camera to shout when the curfew cop who already stayed my pass, took the camera from me and handed it to his hands with his thumb on the lens. I complained my rights to photograph the arrest scene to him. He slapped me square and chucked the camera to the ground.

The straight news media were also called by Berkeley police and later asked to record the event. In the same incident one woman who was taken without a reason as one NBC cameraman almost to the ground in his attempt to keep the press away, over the government and incom- plete coverage of the event by the fact that the fur got it going again to the fact that in the past they

"If we exclude the news media we are denying the press that freedom."

In general, the scintillating news articles on the Berkeley insurrection are accurate and in some cases even unfavorable to the police. For example, photos on page 1 of Tuesday's Chronicle show a Berkeley cop without his badge as he奪 signals a black man. But editors can be more than a thousand gathered in initial hall on Sunday. We have our own press (the underground press) and they can stay. A vote taken later on whether or not to exclude the establishment media allowed them to remain. Again at the Thursday night meeting in the Berkeley Community Theater, activists began yelling out. Another vote to exclude the TV cameras lost.

"If we exclude the news media we are denying the press that freedom."

But the supposedly representative
E SIEGE ATURDAY--

BUT FIGHTING BACK
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